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 Ben always thought his grandfather's bedtime stories about darklings were fairy tales, but now the sinister
creatures have invaded his hometown. It all begins with an eerie windstorm, followed by a series of dark
portents and omens. A menacing stranger cloaked in black warns Ben of the evils that will follow the wicked
wind, but Ben and his best friend Sara know better than to trust the creepy stranger. What Ben doesn't realize
is that he's the last in a long line of magical warriors known as Lightbringers, and it's his destiny to stop the
darklings... or die trying.
 
The only person who knew the truth about Ben was his grandfather, but with the arrival of the darklings he
seems to have vanished off the face of the earth. Before Ben knows it, half the people in town have gone
missing and the rest are trying to kill him. He receives a mysterious package that contains his grandfather's
old journal and a crystal pendant. Ben suspects this may be a clue to defeating the darklings. Unfortunately,
the journal is encrypted and Ben is running out of time. With Sara's help, Ben must unlock the journal's
secrets and find a way to banish the darklings before they destroy the entire town and kill everyone he loves.
 
But does Ben have the strength to face his greatest fears? If he succeeds, he'll have to sacrifice everything
just to survive. If he fails, Ben will not only lose everything he loves, he may also become the thing he fears
the most. 128 pages
 
What reviewers have to say:
 
5 Stars: I adored reading this book. The characters aren't wafer thin, they have depth and history. The
Darkling Wind was a wonderful read, with wonderfully written scenes which pulled you in and made you
believe it was truly happening... A great love vs evil story... I'd recommend this book to anyone, young or
old. It's a feel good story you won't be able to put down. -Smashwords Review
 
4 Stars: This is a very well-written, good-versus-evil story that will capture a young reader's imagination.
The main character has to deal with both emotional and physical challenges that I expect will make the
reader pause and wonder how they would react in those circumstances. I look forward to hearing my
daughter's comments after she's finished the story. -Smashwords Review
 
5 Stars: Highly Enjoyable Read!I HIGHLY recommend this read! I very rarely go online to write reviews...
It's certainly a very different story type, nothing typical... it is much more interesting than the Synopsis
makes it sound. Please do give it a chance. -Nook Review
 
5 Stars: Jamie Sedgwick has [proven] to be a first rate writer... that rare ability to combine original and
intriguing characters, locations and plot into a work of pure perfection.- Goodreads Review
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From reader reviews:

Richard Capps:

Nowadays reading books are more than want or need but also become a life style. This reading practice give
you lot of advantages. The advantages you got of course the knowledge your information inside the book in
which improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind of reserve you
read, if you want have more knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want truly feel
happy read one having theme for entertaining including comic or novel. The The Darkling Wind is kind of
reserve which is giving the reader unstable experience.

Allen Reilley:

This book untitled The Darkling Wind to be one of several books which best seller in this year, that is
because when you read this book you can get a lot of benefit into it. You will easily to buy this book in the
book retailer or you can order it by means of online. The publisher of the book sells the e-book too. It makes
you easier to read this book, because you can read this book in your Smartphone. So there is no reason for
you to past this reserve from your list.

Marilyn Urquhart:

Spent a free time to be fun activity to perform! A lot of people spent their free time with their family, or their
particular friends. Usually they accomplishing activity like watching television, about to beach, or picnic in
the park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Would you like to something different
to fill your current free time/ holiday? Could be reading a book can be option to fill your cost-free time/
holiday. The first thing you ask may be what kinds of publication that you should read. If you want to try
look for book, may be the guide untitled The Darkling Wind can be fine book to read. May be it might be
best activity to you.

Meghan Drucker:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always try and and must have the extra time or they will get large
amount of stress from both way of life and work. So , if we ask do people have spare time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not just a robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity are there
when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do you try this
one, reading books. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, the actual book you have
read is actually The Darkling Wind.
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